
Built-in redundancy
The  XMPP server provides load balancing and redun-

dancy capabilities.

Topology agnostic
The iAgent instances are discovered dynamically. This means  that 

new instances can be added without disrupting ongoing opera-
tions. 

Introduction

Managing the Virtual Machine Lifecycle of the
CernVM Project

The lifecycle The solution
The CernVM lifecycle is a continuous 
process that consists of the following 
steps:

Process the feedback from the previ-
ous release
Make necessary changes to the recipe 
for building the appliance
Update the individual software pack-
ages in the repository. 
Build the virtual appliance.
Test the appliance.
Release it.

Some of these steps (such as building, 
or repository management), can be  per-
formed using existing tools. However 
for some others (such as testing) no ge-
neric tools existed.

Additionally, there is no apparent way to 
unify these steps within a single and co-
herent framework that would make it 
possible to automate the entire process. 

We started by developing the missing software tools. 
Then we encapsulated each tool within a stand-alone 
component (built on top of the iAgent framework) 
that implements a common API, with well de�ned 
input and output. 

The idea was to create a collection of components 
that can either be controlled independently, or could 
be chained together in order to repeatedly perform 
automated tasks.
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Job Agents
The iAgent instances comprise the server-side of the 
lifecycle management system. Each lifecycle task has 
one or more specialized agents associated with it.

Resources and further reading

Development and maintenance of a Virtual Machine Appliance involves several steps, ranging from the maintenance of a linux distribution, to the automated quality assur-
ance of the appliance, or its dynamic contextualization at the run time. 
In this poster we present a new solution developed within the CERN Virtual Machine (CernVM) project that unites these steps within a coherent framework. The framework 
allows to manage (and automate)  the procedures that are performed throughout the lifetime of a CernVM appliance from within a common interface. 
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Technical details
The iAgent framework is written in 
Perl and consists of an extensible 
kernel to which worker modules are 
plugged. The role of the framework is 
to abstract the communication mecha-
nism and hide the work�ow logic from 
the agents. This reduces the e�ort re-
quired to develop a new agent. 

The communication is based on the 
Extensible Messaging and Presence 
Protocol (XMPP),  that is widespread, 
very scalable, and easily extensible. For 
command messages we use Info-Query 
stanzas, and for resource discovery we 
use the Publish-Subscribe mechanism.

The client web applications are writ-
ten entirely in HTML5 + Javascript.  
The clients connect directly to an 
XMPP server through Bidirectional-
streams Over Synchronous HTTP 
(BOSH) and provide a user-friendly in-
terface to interact with the agents. 

The mobile client is implemented 
using the SenchaTouch framework, 
whereas the deskop client is based on 
the front-end of the Archipel Project, 
and is written in Objective-J. 

End users can also access the system 
using any standard XMPP messenger 
application.

Get more information about this poster ...

Future plans
Our immediate plan is to connect this 
system with our “Long-term preserva-
tion of analysis software environment” 
project, in order to enable on demand 
builds of older CernVM versions.

Another important development 
would be addition of  support for au-
tomated VM deployment, as well as 
on-the-�y contextualization of  
newly started VM instances. 

We expect to add more features after 
performing tests of the system at a 
larger scale and receiving more feed-
back from users. 

A portable client for mobile devices.

The iAgent provides a built-in, interactive / 
batch CLI access to all of its local and distrib-
uted components.

Updates the software repository, builds pack-
age groups, and triggers the build process.

The agents execute the work�ow by communicating with each 
other. Each node discovers the next node automatically. There is 
neither need for a central server nor for a prede�ned topology.

Holds the recipe for building the virtual ma-
chines and initiates the CernVM build cycle.

Instantiates and con�gures a virtual machine 
exactly like an end-user is expected to do, and 
runs an extensive test of functionality. 

Publishes the virtual machine image

Builds a virtual machine disk image, according to 
the speci�ed recipe and repository.

We have created extensions to the stand-alone 
javascript interface of Archipel. 
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iAgent framework svn: https://cernvm.cern.ch/project/trac/cernvm/browser/iagent
Mobile client svn: https://cernvm.cern.ch/project/trac/cernvm/browser/iagent-picolient
Archipel additions: https://cernvm.cern.ch/project/trac/cernvm/browser/iagent-archipel
The Archipel Project: http://archipelproject.org/
Project website: http://cernvm.cern.ch/portal/ibuilder
The XMPP standards foundation: http://xmpp.org/ 
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Sencha Touch Framework: http://www.sencha.com/products/touch/
More details about this poster can be found at: 
https://indico.cern.ch/contributionDisplay.py?contribId=134&confId=149557 
or using the QRCode on the side.

See also our other CernVM posters/talks at this CHEP!

User de�nes work�ow

Agent runs
the action and 

passes it over

Management Clients
Since all the components are connected through 

XMPP they can all be managed by a specialized 
web client or even a simple chat terminal.

The problem

The work�ow is initiated by the user, 
who de�nes it and hands the de�nition 
over to the �rst agent. After perform-
ing the relevant task the agent passes 
the work�ow de�nition on to the next 
agent in the work�ow chain.

Two important features of this ap-
proach are the run time discovery of 
agents, and  elimination of the need for 
a centralized orchestrator. 
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An overview of the features and the framework components is 
shown in the diagram below:


